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ABSTRACT

Objective: In many jobs, people must use protective clothes to avoid physical, chemical and environmental damages. Such clothes should cause the minimal physiological, mental and organic limitations on the body, beside their protective features. The aim of this study was to compare the Iranian fire-fighting protective clothes with usual work clothes, in terms of their effects on Aerobic capacity of the subjects.

Methodology: This is an experimental study, in which 30 healthy male participants were chosen according to inclusion criteria. Their physical activity was measured once by wearing Fire-fighting protective clothes and the other time by wearing usual work clothes by randomly, based on Bruce protocol. After the physical activity, parameters such as activity time, and the distance were measured. Aerobic capacity was also predicted by setting the activity time in the Bruce formula.

Results: The results show that the aerobic capacity (Vo2max) was 44.25±6.42 ml/kg/min in participants with fire-fighting protective clothes, while this number was 57.43±5.34 ml/kg/min for usual work clothes. This difference is statistically significant (p<0.001). These two sets of clothes are different in their effects on parameters such as activity (exhaustion), the distance and Vo2max. The obtained values for common clothes are better than for fire-fighting protective clothes.

Conclusions: The results showed that Iranian fire-fighting protective clothes result in less tolerance time, because the aerobic capacity (Vo2max) for these clothes was observed as less than the usual work clothes.
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INTRODUCTION

In many jobs, people must use protective clothes to avoid physical, chemical and environmental damages. Such clothes should cause minimal physiological, mental, and organic limitations on the body, beside the protective feature. Center of disease control has reported 6864 death because of high temperature in working condition from 1966 to 1979. The increasing use of heavy and impenetrable
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At work discloses the harmful effects of temperature on body. In 1994, the army air force of the U.S. declared that 19 forces have been hospitalized due to their exposure to heat while doing the activity. During this year, the army hospitalized 196 people because of heat stress and the resulting diseases. People working at fire station and the assistants are required to use clothes that are resistant to fire, smoke and chemical materials. These people are called victims of heat stress on physiological activities. Starting damage due to heat is gradual and the individual is affected by them suddenly. When a person uses protective clothes, he has some activities at the same time. When a person uses these clothes in critical conditions, he has to do hard and heavy activities while he must tolerate the clothes to protect himself against physical and chemical dangers. In the recent decades, researchers have done a lot regarding evaluating these clothes and finding some standards for them. Despite many investigations done on these clothes, giving a general guideline for using these clothes is difficult due to different kinds of protective clothes, the differences among the participants and different physical protocols.

Physical activity of an individual is related to his aerobic capacities. In critical situations, like fire, a person has to use protective clothes during physical activity. So, it is necessary to minimize the interfering causes in the waste of energy in order to maximize the energy and power of that person. Can fire-fighting protective clothes be assumed as interfering causes in comparison with usual work clothes? Determining the aerobic capacity changes in different environmental situations and different clothes of people are used as an indicator in predicting people’s health and efficiency status. So, by using VO2max criterion as indicator determining the aerobic capacity, the effect of these two kinds of clothes on aerobic capacity (VO2max) and tolerance was investigated, comparing Iranian protective clothing with usual work clothes.

METHODOLOGY

This was an experimental study. Sampling method was according to purpose and based on inclusion criteria from the research society. Participants (30 young male) were selected based on their willingness. Their selection criteria were good general health, according to health status check list, no heart disease, respiratory, renal, anemia and diabetic history, and without any professional athletic history. They were also, without any injury, and smoking history. They were 18 to 25 years old all males and within the determined range of body mass index (19.2 – 29.2). Each person had done the investigatory protocol on treadmill TF 9990 manufactured in Taiwan’s titan factory, by wearing randomly fire-fighting protective clothes and common clothes with interval at least 48 hour. In selecting clothes, their apparent differences were also considered, so the usual work clothes were used which were similar to fire-fighting clothes in terms of color and pattern, in order to eliminate the by psychological bias. The study conditions included two room equipped with required laboratorial instruments. In room one after five minute rest, the primary parameters such as height, weight (using Seca machinery), age, body mass index (formula for this index was person’s weight over squared height) and also homodynamic and physiological parameters including blood pressure (microlife machinery), heart rate (S&W machinery model temp 8680) and respiratory rate were measured.

The heat and humidity levels of the laboratory environment were measured by thermometer and hygrometer. After measuring all recording, the required parameters and wearing the clothes, the person was shifted to room two and setting the treadmill. First, he walked slowly by the speed of 2.74 km/h and 10 degree slope for warm up. After every three minutes, speed and slope of treadmill increased according to Table-I. The study time was done during month of August and randomly in specific hours of the day. The criterion for stopping the test was the participant’s fatigue or
increasing his heart rate beyond the expected maximum, according to relation age = 220. The physical activity protocol in this study was Bruce protocol which was a way for participants of 20 – 29 years old.10

After stopping physical activity (due to person’s fatigue or his heart rate more than the expected maximum according to relation of age – 220), the distance and time of his protocol performance were recorded. Using the following formula, Vo2max was predicted as the aerobic capacity index:

\[ Vo2max = 14.8 - (1.37 \times t) + (0.457 \times t^2) - (0.012 \times t^3) \]

In this formula, t is the activity time in Bruce protocol.

Data were analyzed by SPSS version 11.5. The results were reported as standard deviation ±mean (SD±Mean). To compare the means of two clothes, paired sample t-test was used. To investigate the relationship between Vo2max and the time of physical activity, Pearson’s coefficient was used and also multiple linear regression for determining the kind of relationship.

### RESULTS

The participant’s features have been represented in Table-II. According to these result, the range of age 21.6±1.4 and mean of 22.44±2.24 BMI were under the investigation. Means of height and weight used in BMI survey were respectively 173.90±4.4cm and 67.72±5.93kg.

To investigate the participant’s physiological and hemodynamic changes, the core temperature of body, heart rate, respiratory rate and blood pressure were measured. Before the test that did not show any statistically significant relation in both sets of Clothes (p>0.05). The results of study show that the predicted Vo2max in usual work clothes was 57.43±5.34 ml/kg/min and in fire-fighting protective clothes was 44.25±6.42ml/kg/minutes, so that this difference is statistically significant (p<0.001) Fig-1.

The activity time (fatigue time) of the participants in usual work clothes was 17.44±0.73 minutes and in fire-fighting protective clothes 12.14±1.3 minutes, which was statistically significant (p<0.001) Fig-2.

The distance by common clothes was 1628.6±226.9 m which is significantly more than the distance by fire-fighting protective clothes (1041.73±152.69 m, p<0.001). Using the activity time in usual work clothes and fire-fighting protective clothes and using multiple linear regression tests, all quantitative parameters were included in the study to investigate their effects on aerobic capacity (Vo2max), the following formula with 99% accuracy and by only using activity time predict the Vo2max for usual work clothes and fire-fighting protective clothes which are simpler and shorter than Bruce formula for predicting aerobic capacity (Vo2max) Fig-3.
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VO2\text{max} (Usual work clothes) = -1.381+time (3.748) (R =99\%, P<0.001)
VO2\text{max} (Fire-fighting clothes) = -5.145+time (3.992) (R =99\%, P<0.001)

The obtained regression showed that by using this relationship and under the same conditions, VO2\text{max} is predictable for every separate clothes comparing Bruce formula.

**DISCUSSION**

VO2\text{max} is considered as a criterion for determining aerobic capacity and people’s tolerance time.\(^{11}\) In this study, the predicted VO2\text{max} in the group using fire-fighting protective clothes was significantly less than the group with usual work clothes. In practical terms what it is mean that, the person are likely to get tired soon. Mclelan showed that in the Canadian chemical protective clothes, VO2\text{max}

was significantly less than usual work clothes.\(^{12}\) The result of our study with subjects wearing Iranian fire-fighting protective clothes are similar to these finding and show that protective clothes cause decrease in person’s tolerance and VO2\text{max}.

Some researchers did not introduce any specific physiological parameters on fatigue span while doing activity, and stated various physiological and psychological factors.\(^{13}\) But Heat storage in body and core temperature increase due to decrease in heat dissipation and this cause the earlier fatigue decrease in VO2\text{max}.\(^{14,15}\)

The significant increase in the body temperature of the group with protective clothes in comparison with the other group shows this

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable Group</th>
<th>Temperature (centigrade)</th>
<th>Humidity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean±SD</td>
<td>Mean±SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usual work clothes</td>
<td>25.87±0.50</td>
<td>68.10±6.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire fighting protective clothes</td>
<td>26.00±0.45</td>
<td>67.47±7.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*No difference between temperature and humidity was see.
early fatigue, although weight of protective clothes can be the cause of earlier fatigue due to physical features and potential collection of sweat.\(^{16}\) Weight of protective clothes is an important factor in cardio-pulmonary damages while using them,\(^{7}\) but in our study, the clothes were not weighted.

Moreover, core temperature, perspiration and dehydration will increase. Therefore, blood pressure decrease and osmolarity increases, and causes peripheral blood flow and inspiration to decrease and all these lead to high temperature and decrease in tolerance span.\(^{14,15}\) Goldman showed that tolerance time of protective clothes decrease by increasing environmental temperature.\(^{17}\)

The result of this study showed that activity time in usual work clothes is significantly more than in fire-fighting protective clothes. In a study by Ghasemi et al, the same results have been obtained for fatigue span of military and chemical protective clothes.\(^6\) Intensity and time of activity can also affect tolerance of people, so it is suggested that people using protective clothes do their activities slowly to increase their activity time. Distance for usual work clothes is significantly more than fire-fighting protective clothes. Aoyagi showed that the distance by usual work clothes is more than protective clothes \((p<0.05)\). He concluded that wearing protective clothes in hot environments increase perspiration and cause decrease in blood volume and tolerance time.\(^{15}\) the results of other studies show that suggesting a general guideline for protective clothes is difficult because of high difference in protective clothes and also different participants.\(^6,18,19\)

In this study, to predict aerobic capacity \((\text{VO}2 \text{max})\) the following formula was used.

\[
\text{VO}2 \text{max} = 14.8 - (1.37 \times t) + (0.457 \times t^2) - (0.012 \times t^3)
\]

Based on the kind of clothes and activity time, we obtained two formulas for predicting \(\text{VO}2 \text{max}\) which was easier and shorter than Bruce formula and requires only activity time parameter. Moreover, they are more reliable and accurate \((R = 99\%, P < 0.001)\).

\[
\text{VO}2 \text{max (usual work clothes)} = -1.381 + \text{time} (3.748) \ (R = 99\%, P < 0.001)
\]

\[
\text{VO}2 \text{max (Fire-fighting clothes)} = -5.145 + \text{time} (3.992) \ (R = 99\%, P < 0.001)
\]

In summary the results showed that fire-fighting protective clothes have weaker results in cases such as activity time, distance, and fatigue time. The same result is correct in aerobic capacity which can be because of high weight, and thickness in comparison with usual work clothes. Based on the obtained results, it is suggested that heads and workers of fire station and unpredictable events to force using fire-fighting protective clothes the same as usual work clothes for a specific time to improve the physical capacity of individuals. It is also suggested to make all assistants familiar with these clothes limitations to avoid early fatigue and unfavorable results. Compatibility of individuals with these clothes in daily training can increase their ability in using these clothes and minimize fatigue span by increasing \(\text{VO}2 \text{max}\).

**Limitations of the study:** It includes environment’s heat and humidity effect that were controlled by choosing the same time span and a laboratory environment which had a relatively constant humidity. The parameter of body ability as a limitation also was controlled by comparing the person’s participation in both groups and the criterion of not having professional sport history and body mass index for the whole group in the range of 19.2 to 29.2.
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